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A Glimpse of FFE Medical Alumni during COVID-19 Relief Work
Dear Friends and Supporters,

Our new FY started with the second wave of COVID raging through India with its devastating impact on millions. With India accounting for 46% of the world’s new COVID case and a quarter of deaths, we knew that FFE’s family would also be affected in multiple ways.

Shortly after, our scholars began to call FFE for help. FFE responded immediately, launching a survey to collect information from students, about their needs (along with their families,’ needs) in these difficult times. 50% of FFE’s cohort of 7498 students requested financial assistance for themselves or their families; others requested laptops/smart phones, counselling services for their emotional wellbeing as well as career counselling.

FFE immediately sprung into action to mobilize funds for FFE scholars’ in need. I am happy to report that FFE supported 2479 student families through one-time cash grants of Rs. 5000 each totaling Rs. 1,26,55,000/- as of June 2021; 60 students received counselling services that they requested. FFE continues to seek donations to provide laptops to our students, a new and important need to access online classes. Access to reliable internet connectivity, funds for learning devices and data access continue to be some of the biggest challenges that FFE’s students currently face.

We are grateful to all who responded to this call to action and donated generously. Our thanks to our donors from USA and India, and our corporate partners who made the cash grants possible. It was heartwarming that 89 of FFE alumni donated Rs. 4,84,002/- towards COVID-19 relief efforts, despite pay cuts and other personal constraints. FFE’s doctors as well as senior MBBS students enrolled in efforts in their local communities to help in COVID-19 screening, vaccination and treatment, already beginning to give back to their communities. We are proud of their services in this hour of need.

This edition provides a glimpse of various other activities that FFE has undertaken to make the best of these difficult times.

We look to your continued support as we start receiving and processing scholarship applications in the next few months.

Our wishes for your good health, safety and to getting vaccinated at the earliest.

With thanks,

Sudha Kidao
Managing Trustee
FFE India Trust
1. NEWS AND EVENTS

Message from Ram Kolavennu
COO – FFE India Trust

Dear Friends,

After a dreadful April and May 2021 with the second COVID wave, things have started getting better in June and hoping for things to get better for everyone soon. During the last quarter, we have had several interactions with Scholars, Alumni, Donors (existing, new & potential) and other players in the eco-system. What was heartening to see through these meetings were:

- Grit & Resilience to fight against the odds and do well among scholars.
- Increased empathy from donors to do more for people in need.
- Looking ahead and preparing for the new season by the eco-system players: colleges, NGO partners, etc.

At FFE, we have used the time to increase our reach by creating long-term relationships with organizations working in the secondary education space. We have increased our focus more than ever before to create string linkages for placements for our Engineering, Medical, and B.Phrm scholars. Even with a tough year, I am happy to inform you that more than 92% of scholars who graduated last year (2020) have been successfully employed or have chosen to pursue their higher studies. The average salaries have gone up significantly (a 35% jump) from the previous year.

We have strengthened our backend systems and fine-tuned our processes to get geared up for the new academic year. We have launched our new mentoring program which is expected to cover close to 1000 mentor-mentee pairs. Mentors from more than 60 organizations spread across Engineering, Pharma and Law firms are expected to be a part of this program.

I request you all to spread the word to as many deserving students as possible to apply for the 2021-22 Scholarship program.

While we are reaching the end of second wave, I urge you all to continue to follow Covid safety protocols and get vaccinated at the earliest possible opportunity.

Thank you.

---

1) FFE Medical Scholars and Alumni- GIVING BACK at the COVID-19 Frontlines

FFE’s Medical scholars and alumni are today working directly in the COVID-19 frontlines, making a difference to communities throughout India. Many of FFE’s medical scholars are directly involved in COVID-19 relief work and are bringing their medical training to the fore this year, similar to their efforts during the first COVID wave.

Dr. Udhaya Prakash M
FFE Alumnus: 2017-2021
Stanley Medical College, Chennai, Tamil Nadu

“As a new intern, COVID duty was both intimidating and exciting. Working in COVID Management system of our hospital, we dealt with patients in Emergency, IMCU and the general wards. COVID duties were very tiring but each day was a learning experience. Let’s hope, the third wave, if it ever comes, isn’t as intense as the one we have witnessed now.”

A 2021 FFE alumnus, Dr. Anand Nagesh Hegde, House Surgeon, Karnataka Institute of Medical Sciences, Hubli is currently working in COVID wards, ICUs, COVID care centers, Triage and also doing Rural visits for vaccination and awareness building.

FFE Medical Scholars and Alumni - Dr. Paresh Madhabhai Kanjariya is involved in COVID-19 screening and treatment, swab and data collection, monitoring and measuring oxygen and blood sugar levels of COVID-19 patients, blood sampling and lab investigations etc. at B J. Govt. Medical College, Ahmedabad, Gujarat.

FFE Scholar, Keval Virani, 3rd Year, MBBS student at B.J. Medical College, Ahmedabad, Gujarat completed one month of COVID duty at SVP Hospital, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, where he did home visits to check on quarantined COVID positive patients, measured their vital parameters and provided necessary medicines. While we have featured a few of the many MBBS soldiers (scholars and alumni) who were assigned to...
COVID related duties, FFE is grateful to all its MBBS scholars and Alumni for their tireless work and dedication, for risking their lives as frontline warriors and making a positive difference to local communities by easing the burden of this crisis. We salute their efforts and are proud of their many contributions.

II) Webinars for FFE Medical Scholars

FFE organized three Medical Webinars in the last quarter, where more than 500 medical students participated across India. The first webinar held on 24th April 2021, by Dr. Abhijit Bal, Consultant Microbiologist at University Hospital Crosshouse, U.K addressed, “The growing problems of antibiotic resistance”. On 29th May, Dr. Amod Mahajani-Assst. Professor Gynaecology, AnnaSahab Chudaman Patil Memorial Medical College, Dhule, Maharashtra conducted an informative session on "PCOD - Polycystic Ovarian Disease- Most common Hormonal disorder affecting women of all ages". The third seminar conducted by Dr. Unmesh Torne-ENT Specialist at Torne ENT Hospital, Nashik, Maharashtra, addressed the current challenge of "Mucormycosis" on 26th June 2021. All the sessions were interactive and concluded with a Q&A round. FFE whole-heartedly thanks all the speakers for their time and support towards making these webinars a huge success.

Meghana DK
2nd Year – MBBS
Bangalore Medical College and Research Institute, Karnataka

“Thank you FFE for always organizing such informative webinars conducted by experienced doctors. These sessions keep us abreast with the latest happenings in the medical world. The last session on ‘Mucormycosis’ was highly informative and cleared my doubts around it. I’m eagerly waiting for the next seminar to happen.”

III) Donor Scholar Engagement

FFE facilitated 15 Donor-Scholar engagements last quarter, ensuring a continued connection between the FFE scholars and their donors. These engagements covered topics on career readiness, emotional well-being, career management, etc. and were conducted for students by FFE’s Corporate Partners and Individual Donors.

FFE is thankful to its corporate donors, Capgemini Technology Services India Limited, NetApp India Private Ltd, Bajaj Auto Limited, RBL Bank Limited, Trane Technologies, KPMG Assurance and Consulting Services LLP, Telstra India Pvt. Ltd, RG Manudhane Foundation, Siva and Royan Foundation and Individual Donors Mr. Vikram Utam Singh, Mr. Sandeep Sen & Sagarika Sen, Mr. Michael Fernandes, Mr. Tamal Banerjee and Ms. Sudakshina Banerjee, Mr. Babu Joseph and Mrs. Subha Swaminathan for participating in these virtual interactions with their supported scholars and guiding them.

- Engagement between Telstra India Pvt. Ltd and its scholars

Ms. Rajalakshmi BC - Process Automation Lead, Telstra India Pvt. Ltd, on 10th April 21’, took an informative session on “Process Automation and brief on Project Management” for their supported BTech scholars. Students interacted and cleared their doubts around the topic.

- Virtual Session by Bajaj Auto Limited

On 7th May 2021, Mr. Chandrashekhar Dixit, Manager-CSR, Ms. Sneha Ghonge, Mr. Murganka Gulhane and Ms. Sakshi Gurung, Project Assistant Officers, Bajaj Auto Limited, connected with their 37,4th Year BTech scholars. Speakers discussed the importance of FFE’s skill training & mentorship program and the significance of FFE’s alumni network connects for better career opportunities.

- Session between Trane Technologies and its supported scholars

Representatives from Trane Technologies along with Dr. Sudha Kidao, MT-FFEIT and Mr. Ram Kolavennu, ODO-FFEIT during the virtual meet with 40 Trane Technologies supported scholars.

On 21st May 2021, FFE’s corporate partner, Trane Technologies conducted a Virtual-Connect to interact with its 40 supported scholars. The hour-long session started with the students sharing their academic progress followed by an informative session by Trane Technologies speakers.

Ms. Shirin Salis, Vice President, Human Resources, Trane Technologies conducted a motivating session on the ’HER’ Technique. Mr. Wilson Lawrence, Vice President & General Manager, India ETC, Trane Technologies conducted a session on ‘Skill set expectations from fresh graduates in corporate & Step ladders for post-graduation/specialization.’

Mr. Prasad Naik, Vice President, Information Technology, and Mr. Kishor Patil, Country Leader, HVAC India & SAARC Markets, Trane Technologies also interacted with the students.

FFE’s Managing Trustee, Dr. Sudha Kidao and COO Mr. Ram Kolavennu highlighted the FFE-Trane partnership and possible future mentoring opportunities. The meet concluded with an interactive Q&A session, addressed by the speakers.
Mr. Yogesh Soman, Senior Director, North America Market, Capgemini Technology conducted a virtual session on ‘Workplace Attitude’ for FFE alumni on 22nd May 2021. Relating to his personal experiences, the speaker covered topics ranging from communication skills, workplace stress management and growth and future prospects in a corporate setup. The session saw enthusiastic participation from FFE Alumni and was very well received by them.

**Virtual Session by RBL Bank Limited**

On 11th June 2021, Mr. Sumit Chauhan, Dy. Vice President – CSR and Ms. Anjali Ritu, Manager – CSR, RBL Bank Limited conducted a virtual session with 70, 2nd Year, BTech scholars on Career Readiness and future job prospects in core engineering. Speakers addressed many career-related questions students had.

**Counseling Session by KPMG in India**

On 18th June, Ms. Vahini Malhotra (Assistant Manager – Corporate Citizenship, KPMG in India) conducted an interactive session with a group of scholars supported by the firm. The students shared their experiences of the year gone by and how they coped with their studies in the midst of a pandemic. It involved discussing their academic progress, training and mentoring sessions they recently attended and their career aspirations. The objective of these sessions was to open the lines of communication amongst students, learn from the experiences shared by their peers and to seek advice whenever necessary.

**Workshop by NetApp India on International Women in Engineering Day**

NetApp India, on the occasion of International Women in Engineering day held on June 23, conducted a workshop with 90 female, FFE scholars. Session speakers, Ms. Rajeshwari Appanna, Senior Manager, NetApp and Ms. Kritika Rana, QA Engineer, NetApp provided valuable tips to the scholars on how to build strong career aspects after graduation and motivated them to break the gender stereotypes in engineering by enhancing their skill sets.

**IV) Alumni Donor Scholar Engagement**

29 FFE Alumni, currently supporting FFE scholars met their sponsored scholars virtually. These sessions allowed alumni donors to interact, share their experiences, and provide insightful guidance to scholars. Recalling their days as FFE scholars, when FFE was only a scholarship granting organization, Alumni donors reiterated the importance of scholars participating in FFE’s training programs to advance their skills for better job opportunities. The scholars also shared their experiences of attending online classes, challenges and struggles, and also how they utilized this time to upskill themselves.

Alumni, our Ambassadors, have referred their networks to FFE and several of their friends/colleagues are today donors to FFE. 10 virtual meetings between Donors referred by FFE alumni (friends/colleagues) and their supported scholars were also held in the last quarter. FFE thanks all the donors for taking out time to interact, guide and motivate the students during these challenging times.

**Testimonials from Alumni Donor and Students:**

**Arun Pradhan – Alumni Donor**

FFE Alumnus (2001-2005)
Associate Director
Capgemini-Melbourne, Australia

“It was amazing to finally meet the scholars; it felt like 20 years throwback. The meet gave a unique opportunity to reflect on my own journey and inspire some blooming scholars by being part of their amazing journey.

It’s a privilege to be a part of FFE in creating positive change in the lives of so many deserving students.”

**V) Workshops/ Conferences**

**SG Cares Virtual Session on Career and Emotional Guidance**

FFE, under its COVID relief program this year, reached out to all its scholars through a survey to understand the impact that Covid-19 had on their lives and the kind of support they were looking for. While many students opted for financial help, some scholars requested for career and emotional guidance. FFE is thankful to its corporate partner – Scientific Games who conducted emotional wellness sessions for 60 FFE scholars, studying in different courses across India. Six very interactive sessions were held in June 2021, where Senior Leaders from
SG cares interacted with scholars, seeking help with regards to their college and career prospects, as well as their emotional well-being.

FFE is thankful to Mrs. Mili Dalmia, Vice President, Software Engineering, Scientific Games, Mr. Mahesh Nanjundappa, Vice President, Game Development, Scientific Games, Mr. Velraj Seenimani, Senior Director, Software Engineering, Scientific Games and Mr. Sandeep Dasgupta, Vice President, Software Engineering, Scientific Games who took out time to mentor and guide FFE scholars during this difficult time.

VI) Community Outreach

Mentorship Program

The Mentoring Program designed and implemented by FFE is targeted to better prepare 3rd year engineering students for their professional careers. FFE is thankful to its corporate partners Lam Research (India) Pvt. Ltd, TransUnion CIBIL Limited, L&T Technology Services and Capgemini Technology Services India Pvt Ltd. for successfully completing the Mentorship program and for helping FFE scholars mentees achieve their career goals. FFE greatly looks forward to continued support from its Corporate Partners, Individuals and Alumni in the upcoming Mentoring Program planned for FY 2021-22. Shared below is a snippet of a Mentor-Mentee experience.

Ms. Susmitha Chatra
Project Manager
Thomson Reuters India Pvt Ltd, Bangalore, Karnataka

“The mentoring experience with FFE’s Mentorship Program is wonderful. The program is well organized. The material provided is helpful and gives guidance to the Mentor. Being a first-generation graduate and coming from a village, I understand the need for a program like this and the value it brings to talented students. It is gratifying to be a mentor and help someone. The journey with my mentee has been great. As much as I have been able to pass on my skills, I must say it’s a two-way association where I have gained a lot too.”

P. Harsha Vardhini
4th Year, Computer Science and Engineering
National Institute of Technology, Silchar, Assam

“After enrolling for the FFE-Mentorship Program I was assigned to Ms. Susmitha Chatra from Thomson Reuters. She is very friendly and soon we developed a strong bond. During the mentoring session, she gave valuable tips on creating a strong CV, how to face job interviews and develop a strong professional identity etc. which really enhanced my confidence level to face future placement processes. I would recommend every FFE scholar to take advantage of this program. Thank you FFE and Sushmita Maam for providing me with this opportunity.”

Skill Development Program (Sponsored by Capgemini & MSDF)

The Campus to Corporate ‘Skills Training Program’, supported by Capgemini currently has 1353, 2nd-year students in the Aptitude program, with 496 students undergoing Aptitude training through FFE’s training partner Ethnus and 857 students with Focus Academy for Career Enhancement (FACE). The program is expected to close by 15th July.

Of the current 3rd-year scholars supported by MSDF (1257), 720 students have enrolled in the Coursera program for technical upscaling and certification. 558 students completed the Hi-Touch English program by eAgeTutors, in June 2021. 1189, 3rd-year students are currently undergoing Mock Interviews with Ethnus.

FLY (Finding the Leader in You) Program in partnership with CMI and IIT-Gandhinagar

After the successful completion of a pilot FLY program that included 60 B.Tech students held in Nov/Dec 2020, FFE in May 2021 joined hands with CMI (Competitiveness Mindset Institute Inc) to conduct a full-fledged FLY program benefitting 1000 B.Tech/BE students from 1st and 2nd year, sponsored by a generous donor. Scheduled twice a month, the 12-day workshop is designed to teach non-cognitive skills for the personality and character development of students. In May and June 2021, 4 batches of 34 students each, completed the workshop.

Summer Research Internship Program 2021 (SRIP 2021) at IIT-Gandhinagar

Twelve, 3rd-year FFE B.Tech scholars were selected by IIT Gandhinagar for the 8-week online Summer Research Internship program that commenced on May 17th, 2021. Students were identified by a mentor to pursue the following projects:

- Android app for archaeozoological research
- Navigation, Path Planning, and Control of Multi-robot systems
- Develop a Secure Domain Name System
- Modeling of DNA nanodevices with membranes
- Calculations of adhesive force between solid and liquid droplets
- Radiation hardened processor design
- Scenario generation for Sustainable Technology Development
- Programming oriented Math-Art Work
Soft Skill Training programs for FFE scholars

- Cognizant India is conducting a 40-hour long Training Program for 21 FFE B.Tech scholars, including the graduating batch of 2019 and 2020, on ‘Impact Training and Hiring program’, advancing their skills and preparing them for a career ahead. A 1.5-hour-long session is being held every Saturday, which began in May 2021.
- On 20th and 21st May 2021, Senior Leaders from Randstad India conducted a virtual mock placement drive for FFE’s students who graduated in 2020 and 2021. Benefiting 91 students, the session covered various placement and mock interview requirements useful during recruitments.

Placement update

- From the 2019-20 batch of 1023 Engineering scholars, 92% (941) of students are placed, where 720 have secured jobs and 221 have opted for higher studies. 8% (82) of students are currently seeking employment. 12 B.Tech scholars from who graduated in June 2020 qualified and were offered positions at 09 Solutions, Bangalore in March 2021, through FFE’s Placement drive.
- From the 2020-21 graduating batch of 890 Engineering students (current final year), 73% (653) are placed; 464 have secured jobs and 189 have opted for higher studies while 27% students (237) are seeking employment.
- FFE is thankful to its corporate partners Geberit Plumbing Technology India Private Limited, Capgemini Technology Services India Limited, KPMG Assurance and Consulting Services LLP and Trane Technologies for offering Placement opportunities to FFE’s batch of 2019-20 and 2020-21.

Skills Training: Scholar Testimonials

Kowsakya P
3rd Year,B.Tech
College of Technology, Coimbatore

"FFE not only provides scholarship support but offers various technical and soft skill courses for the overall development of a scholar needed for career growth. The courses and assignments provided are very in formative and allow ‘out of box’ thinking, my favorite being Data structuring and Data Science through Coursera. Online certification provided after course completion is a value adds to our CV. Thanks, FFE for providing these skillful courses.”

2. VOICE OF SCHOLARS

1) CURRENT STUDENT

Luxmi Yumlembam
3rd Year, MBBS
Jawaharlal Nehru Institute of Medical Sciences, Imphal, Manipur

Luxmi hails from Imphal, Manipur. Her father, a fish farmer, is the only earning member of a family of six. Luxmi always dreamt of becoming a Doctor and serve her community. An avid reader and fitness enthusiast, Luxmi practices Yoga every day. Currently enrolled in a paid, 24 month PG NEET preparation program, her family has arranged for the necessary fees despite financial constraints, supporting Luxmi in accomplishing her dreams.

"With a dream of becoming a successful doctor to serve the needy, my focus was always towards good education despite all the challenges that came my way. As a family of six, my father who does fish farming always struggled to make ends meet. Lockdown further worsened our financial situation. In order to support the family my mother, despite her poor health, had to take up the job of primary teacher in a local school. However, I always took life’s ordeals with a sense of confidence and hope and never let that hamper my focus towards studies. My optimistic attitude and hard work paid off when I scored high marks in class 10th and 12th and also secured a high rank in National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test. My happiness knew no bounds when I was admitted to the prestigious Jawaharlal Nehru Institute of Medical Sciences, Imphal, and received scholarship support from FFE.

The support provided by my donor, Mr. C. Babu Joseph through FFE is not just financial; his constant guidance and mentorship has inculcated optimism and enhanced my self-confidence, especially during pandemic times. I cannot thank, FFE and Mr. C. Babu Joseph, enough for sponsoring my education and providing their valuable support. Once I start earning, I wish to open a charitable trust, where I would charge nominal or no fee to treat needy people and support FFE through its ‘Circle of Giving’

We wish Luxmi all success for a bright future.

II) ALUMNIUS

Supritha P.
Development Lead-Swym Corporation
Bangalore, Karnataka
FFE Scholar: 2004-2008

FFE Alumnus, Supritha completed her B. Tech from Visvesvaraya Technological University, Bangalore in 2008 and is currently working as a Development Lead at Swym Corporation, Bangalore. Also a co-founder of a startup, she has inspired several peers to explore entrepreneurship as a career option. Her hobbies include singing and sketching.
“My father has been my inspiration; he was a Farmer and worked really hard to support my education and also of my two elder sisters, while my mother supported him by taking care of the family. Our lives shattered completely when my father due to a heart attack expired when I was only 12. My mother was clueless on how to raise us and support our education as Agriculture was the only source of income for us.

With strong determination and a focused mindset, I completed my schooling from a fully aided, Kannada medium school- Vidya Vardhaka Sangha, Rajajinagar, Karnataka with flying colours and got admission into Visvesvaraya Technological University, Bangalore to pursue B.Tech in Computer Science. However, it was impossible for my mother to pay my college fee. That is when one of my relatives told us about FFE’s scholarship. We immediately visited Sri Ramakrishna Student Home, Bangalore to meet FFE Facilitator, Mr. Ramesh. He introduced me to the FFE family and I became the proud recipient of FFE’s scholarship that was awarded to me each year for four years of my B.Tech. I cannot thank Mr. Ramesh and FFE enough for this kind gesture and support which proved to be a turning point in my life.

Today, my career spans 5 organizations in the past 13 years, which has been a great learning experience professionally. A proud FFE Alumnus and active member of FFE’s circle of giving since 2013, currently I am supporting the education of a 3rd year MBBS scholar and the feeling is unmatched. Recently, I also signed up as a FFE facilitator to support the work of the foundation in all possible ways. I request all FFE Alumni to support the cause of the foundation as a donor, mentor or facilitator”.

3. VOLUNTEER SPEAK

Dr. Mohanaiah Pipuru
FFE Facilitator
Nellore, Andhra Pradesh

Dr. Mohanaiah Pipuru, Professor in Electronics and Communication Department, N.B.K.R Institute of Science and Technology, Nellore, Andhra Pradesh holds a degree in B.Tech (Electronics and Communication Engineering), M.Tech (Atmospheric Science) and Ph.D (Digital Signal and Image Processing) from SV University, Tirupati. Associated with FFE since 1998, Dr. Mohanaiah has recommended around 200 eligible scholars to FFE till date.

“I have been associated with FFE for more than 23 years now and have developed a strong relationship with FFE and its scholars in all these years. Other than putting all my efforts to identify and recommend meritorious and needy students to FFE, I have also mentored many FFE scholars who are now working worldwide giving me immense satisfaction. I am very proud being a part of FFE family and thankful for this opportunity to serve these meritorious students”

4. DONOR FEATURE

Scientific Games, Bangalore, Karnataka

Mr. Velraj Seenimani
Senior Director, System Services & Product Management
Scientific Games, Bangalore

SG Cares, a Scientific Games CSR unit, has been associated with FFE since 2017 and has supported the education of 40 B.Tech and 2 MBBS scholars till date. Along with scholarships, SG Cares has also been actively involved with mentoring and counseling of FFE Scholars in Personal Branding, Resume Building, Job Search, Interview Preparation, and Career Guidance.

“For the last two years with Scientific Games, I am associated with FFE in providing various guidance sessions to FFE Scholars. FFE is one of the very few NGOs providing skill development to the scholars in addition to the financial support required. FFE does a great job at reporting the impact and progress of the students we are supporting. I am personally very happy on associating with FFE scholars during this pandemic and providing career guidance and motivation. Looking forward for many more sessions like this.”

New Partnership
Thomson Reuters India Pvt.Ltd., Bangalore

Ms. Neha Sathish
Senior Specialist, Corporate Social Responsibility
Thomson Reuters India Pvt. Ltd.

FFE-Thomson Reuters partnership started in FY 2020-21. Below is the donor testimonial on the partnership so far.

“We have been associated with FFE just recently and have had a great experience. Our partnership has helped to support 45 meritorious students from underserved backgrounds from rural India. One of the focus areas of Thomson Reuters is providing quality education and we are very happy with the way FFE manages the project. Supporting youth through higher education gives them the opportunity to be employed and eventually break the shackles of poverty. Many of the students are first-generation learners and the mentorship offered to the students apart from a scholarship helps set up tomorrow’s youth for a better future”
A GLIMPSE OF FFE MEDICAL ALUMNI DURING COVID-19 RELIEF WORK

Dr. Barathraja E, Covid Medical Officer, Stanley Medical College and Hospital, Chennai during COVID ward duty.

Dr. Khodabhai Bharatbhai Chauchan treating COVID Patient in Civil Hospital, Ahmedabad, Gujarat.

Dr. Anand Hegde during a COVID awareness and vaccination camp at village Ramachandranagar, Dharwad district, Karnataka.

Dr. Mahesh Sopan Shinde at Vaccination Department at LTMG Sion Hospital, Mumbai.

Dr. Mohith B V, House Surgeon, Bangalore Medical College and Research Institute during COVID duty in IMCU.